
 



	  

Introduction 
A Moment On Method: 
 
It is the oldest of the ‘spiritual disciplines’, an early daily encounter with God’s 
Word, setting the stage for the complexity of life in the day ahead.  And this 
encounter, like all good relationships, ought not be rushed; instead, a time of 
leisure for two old friends to chat, reflecting on life with all of its twists and nuances.  
Paul, writing to friends old and new, will be waiting for you each morning.  And yes, 
surprisingly, he has listened carefully to yesterday’s conversation and is ready to 
carry on with previous concerns.  So grab a cup of your favorite elixir, settle down, 
and enjoy your daily conversation.  Be warned, his friend, the Holy Spirit, has been 
known to pop in on occasion to join the conversation.  And when He does no telling 
what lies ahead.  He has been known to be unruly and unpredictable at times.  Just 
relax and enjoy the dialogue.  
 

A verse-by-verse endeavor is by definition, cumbersome, yet beneficial to those 
resisting the temptation to synchronize the particulars into a neat and tidy whole. 
Hence, the grand danger of Biblical studies, the ever-present need to systematize 
every verse, every thought, into a well-oiled system, taking care to grind away any 
rough edges, gnarly particulars ground down for the sake of the whole.  Let the 
rough edges grind on you as they may, painful at times, but more beneficial than 
you can imagine. 
 

In the end, only those who learn to ‘apply’ will return to this daily meeting of the 
minds.  Application, unique and personal, generating a lust for more, a lust that can 
never be satisfied, is the key to feasting at this daily table.  And fear not, He always 
provides custom models built with only you in mind.   
 

A final warning for those who choose to journey on - the road could get bumpy, 
perhaps even impassable at times.  Once unleashed, the Serving King rarely 
provides an autobahn for cruising down life’s highway.  But keep the peddle to the 
metal.  He is taking you places like you have never dared to imagine.  And when 
you get there, the few, the saints from earlier conversations, will be waiting.  And 
what a glorious time of story telling will begin. 
 

And so the trek into Romans 1 begins… 
 

Pastor Don 



	  

A Rose By Any Other Name... 
Paul, a servant of Christ Jesus, called to be an apostle, set apart for the gospel of 
God, which he promised beforehand through his prophets in the Holy Scriptures…  
(Romans 1:1-2) 

“Being the master of the earth, man forgets that he is the servant of God.” 
- Abraham Heschel 

 
For decades, moderns have long shunned, both the label and the implication, 
hesitating to even allow the label in the NT at all.  Chances are you were not even 
aware the concept existed, banned from modern expressions of a relationship to 
the serving King.  But for Paul, radically captured by the King (Acts 9), the label 
‘servant’ would have grossly understated the reality of his encounter with the risen 
Christ.  His chosen label ‘doulos’, Paul’s favorite describing his relationship to the 
risen Christ, is difficult to translate for a culture repelled by the concept of ‘slave’.  
Nonetheless, ‘slave’ may indeed be the best rendering of the term, symbolizing his 
liberation from all prior claims upon his life, rendering him ‘set apart‘ for whatever 
purposes his new Lord has in mind. Paul is no mere servant, free to abandon his 
‘calling’ in tomorrow’s new dawn. He knows no life but that of a ‘slave’, bound 
forevermore to the ‘call’ that is now his as he treks after the Serving King.  And oh 
the joy of his new ‘slavery’ to the King. 

Alas, Paul knows little of the struggle moderns face with their call to ‘servanthood’, 
the challenge to ‘willingly’ serve the King, still distracted by a vast array of prior 
commitments in a life complicated by responsibilities hindering obedience to the 
King.  And therein lies the struggle for moderns, longing to be claimed by a King 
who will set them free from all entanglements, liberating to serve Him with zest and 
vigor undiluted by life’s nagging distractions.  

And the few, longing for ‘slavery’, will claim the label, shedding the far-less 
demanding relationship of ‘servant’, wanting a new label to represent a new 
experience, one so comprehensive and overwhelming that only ‘slave’ could 
describe its reality.   But alas, “A rose by any other name, is still a rose.”  And so 
the persistence of the modern reality, “a servant of Christ Jesus”.  But this story is 
just beginning and there is much yet to be experienced.  Trek on for there are new 
experiences and realities yet ahead… 



	  

A Master Of Another Kind... 
...which he promised beforehand through his prophets in the Holy Scriptures, 
concerning his Son, who was descended from David according to the flesh.   
(Romans 1:1-2) 

“Leadership is about being a servant first.” 
- Allen West 

 
Moderns despise ‘slavery’, and for good reason given the nature of the ‘masters’ to 
which they have been exposed, human masters, long corrupted by a sin nature so 
easily entangling the heart and mind of even the best masters.  But Paul’s Master 
is no mere human descended from the line of David ‘according to the flesh’.  No, 
‘flesh’ is never the last word in regards to Serving King.  He is the ‘Son’ of promise, 
the King prophets longed to embrace in surrendered personal autonomy.   

But ‘slavery’ of this kind, captured by the mandate of the King (Acts 9) is rarely 
found by those trekking after the Serving King.  Theirs is a ‘doulos’ of another kind, 
a ‘bond-servant’ who has sought out the ‘mastery’ of the Son, and fortunately, the 
Son is quick to extend His yoke, to embrace the hand of even the most naive 
follower.   

Still, the enslaved ‘bondservant’, marked and sealed by the abiding presence of the 
Holy Spirit, has a freedom far more dangerous than Paul ever knew, ‘set apart’ as 
He was by the calling of God.  Theirs is a slavery of another kind, filled with 
options, alternatives to the ‘calling’ of God, wooing and beckoning the ‘bond-
servant’ into disobedience linked to independence from the will of the Master.  
Theirs is a calling likened to the Son, “...who was descended from David according 
to the flesh.”  He too knew the temptations common to all men, all those who are 
descendants according to the flesh, “...but one who in every respect has been 
tempted as we are, yet without sin” (Hebrews 4:15).   

Such ‘bond servant’ perfection arrives only to those who know the ‘Master of 
another kind’, discovering slavery to the King as life’s grandest destination.  It is 
they who have discovered this ‘Master of another Kind’ and stand in HIs new 
reality, enslaved in the freedom that can be only found in the Risen King’.  The 
Master is calling again.  Trek on… 



	  

Master No Longer... 
…and was declared to be the Son of God in power according to the  

Spirit of holiness by his resurrection from the dead, Jesus Christ our Lord.   
(Romans 1:4) 

 

“It is only the first encounter that a face makes its full impression on us.” 
- Arthur Schopenhauer 

 
This much is certain, dead He was, this Jesus the Christ, so admits even the most 
determined skeptic, refusing to trivialize the impact of the man Jesus upon the 
human condition.  And absentee masters are easily ignored, especially when their 
absenteeism is the by-product of death, a long-term condition rarely overcome.  But 
this is no ordinary ‘master’ and death, try as it may, could not sustain its hold on 
Him as the ‘power’ (dynamei) of the ‘Spirit of holiness’ resurrected Him, releasing 
Him once and for all from the clutch of death.  This silent ‘declaration’ by the Spirit, 
void of vocabulary, needing no words to proclaim, “Son of God!”  His presence 
speaks volumes of silence for all those who encounter Him, stunned by the 
encounter of one who was surely dead and gone.  Spoken words can never 
persuade one’s surrender of personal autonomy and so the folly of so many a 
sermon, thinking words about Jesus a suitable substitute for an authentic face-to-
face.  But only an encounter with the Risen Christ can usher in the ‘Lordship’.   And 
that encounter changes everything… 

And so Paul’s striking announcement for those trekking after the Serving King, “… 
our Lord” (kyriou).   ‘Lord’ introduces an unexpected descriptor of this Master who 
claims for His own all those who have encountered Him in the midst of a flurry of 
words from those bearing ‘witness’ of their previous encounters. It is a term of 
profound respect toward one who rules over every dimension of the servant’s life, a 
term easily distinguished from ‘master’, a vulgar term acknowledging the reality of 
unwanted subjection.  But this is no unwanted subjection.  This is the ‘King’ whom 
the prophets longed to know.   ‘Lord’ is an ‘insiders’ term of endearment pointing to 
one’s deep desire for subjection to One who will give oversight and direction to 
every facet of life.  He is no mere master, He has become ‘Lord’.   Trek on into His 
Lordship… 

  



	  

The Mission Begins… 
…through whom we have received grace and apostleship to bring about 

the obedience of faith for the sake of his name among all the 
nations,  including you who are called to belong to Jesus Christ.  

(Romans 1:5-6) 
 

“New birth is first of all ‘not of blood’.  You don’t get it … through heredity.  Your 
parents can give you much, but they cannot give you this.” 

- E. Stanley Jones 
 
‘First-borns’ often struggle in that horrible moment of self-awareness, stunned by 
the arrival of baby brother or sister, ushering in the death of life’s favorite state, “It’s 
all about me”.  It startles and shocks us into the reality of life in a world with ‘others’.  
And so the squabbling begins for one’s ‘fair share’ of attention; especially, the 
attention of Father.  
 
But the Kingdom of God knows nothing of isolated ‘first-borns’ clamoring for 
Father’s attention in their “it’s all about me” world.  Such is never the way of those 
‘leaving behind childish ways’ (1 Cor. 13:11 ), moving toward the concerns of the 
Father.  But childish ways are never easy to leave behind, consumed as we are 
with self-interest.  It is the grand struggle of the trek after Jesus, this challenge to 
see the ‘others’ of whom the Father has taken such outrageous concern, even the 
death of His Son.  And yet, there it is, the mandate of the crucified Son, moving His 
Church onward toward “…you who are called to belong to Jesus Christ”.  It is 
always His way and the way of those who are His ‘doulos’, servant/slave, 
overpowered by a burning passion to please Him who has become ‘Lord’, not 
simply master.  No alternative but to embrace the tragic and disturbing recognition 
of ‘others’, equally entitled to all the benefits of ‘first born’ status, the full attention of 
the Father.  
 
The ‘others’, the very reason you have received grace and ‘apostleship’ (apostolén) 
as  ‘sent ones’, consume the attention of God.  And so now must they consume 
your attention as well.  So begins the journey into Romans, Paul’s ‘Magna Carta’, 
his crowning achievement, the declaration of God’s unyielding concern for those 
who are meant to ‘belong to Christ Jesus’, even the ‘others’ in your life.  It was his 
‘mission’, now it is equally yours.  You are now the ‘sent ones’, grafted into the ‘we’ 
of Paul’s Magna Carta, the call to ‘apostleship’.  Trek on… 	  



	  

A Label Of Another Kind… 
	  

To all those in Rome who are loved by God and called to be saints: 
Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus 

Christ.   (Romans 1:7) 
	  

“The Bible is the Magna Carta of the poor and oppressed.” 
- Thomas Huxley 

 
‘Magna Cartas’ by their very nature are comprehensive, extending the benefits of 
the privileged few to the realm of the many.  And so Paul’s invitation to step into the 
‘calling’ of God, ‘saint’ (hagiois), now available to all those willing to embrace the 
domain of the privileged few.  But scholars have long debated the scope of this 
‘Magna Carta’, the intended audience of this invitation, wondering who Paul has in 
mind as he extends God’s ‘grace and peace’ to the masses.  It is a question 
concerning the character and nature of God.  Whom does God love, extending His 
hand of ‘grace and peace’, offering reconciliation and restoration?  Could such a 
high calling, a ‘Magna Carta’ of ‘grace and peace’ be offered to the masses?  Does 
the love of God extend to the pathetic and even rebellious masses, to even those 
in ‘Rome’?  Paul’s answer is a resounding “Yes!”, even to “…all those in Rome who 
are loved by God”.  And John harmonizes with Paul in proclaiming, “God is love…” 
(1 John 4:8). 
 
But few in this modern era are willing to embrace the chosen label of Scripture, 
‘saint’, thinking it a status reserved for the only the ‘elite’, the well-behaved ones.  
But ‘saint’ never describes the ‘externals’ of anyone’s lifestyle or behavior; rather, it 
an extension of ‘doulos’ (servant/slave), a proclamation of status as one who 
‘belongs to another’.  ‘Saint’ declares that one has been ‘set aside’ for God, 
claimed by the One who ‘loves’ in the most radical ways possible. 
 
But ‘saint’ is no mere label, a tag sewn onto the back of your jacket, reminding 
those who find you, to whom you belong.  This ‘calling’, the label of God, comes 
with ‘grace’, the power of God to redeem and transform all whom it touches.  And 
so the resistance to claim the label as your own, to ‘sew it’ onto to your being, 
knowing this ‘label’ will transform those whom it touches.  Step into the label that is 
now yours.  Trek on as a ‘saint’… 



	  

Your Reputation Precedes You… 
	  
First, I thank my God through Jesus Christ for all of you, because your 

faith is proclaimed in all the world.  (Romans 1:8) 
	  

“You can’t build a reputation on what you are going to do.” 
- Henry Ford 

 
My grandfather, now long in the arms of Jesus, spent his entire life in a small 
community in the foothills of Virginia, one of those communities so small a man’s 
reputation would ‘make or break him’.  No surprise, his counsel to his 
grandchildren, “Be a man of honor, nothing else really matters”.  Now a grandfather 
myself, I find myself passing much the same wisdom to those sitting at my feet.  All 
of life rests on the reputation that precedes you.   And never more true than in the 
land of  ‘background checks’, ‘credit checks’ and ‘social media’, the rampant spread 
of ‘reputation’, good or bad, blessing or cursing the life whose reputation has 
preceded them.  So the Pauline reminder to understand the power of the 
‘reputation that precedes you’.    
 
But this no ordinary proclamation, the mere rattling of tongues, chattering about 
‘this or that’, flittering across the blinking screen of ‘electronic media’, in all its 
forms, with its flickering moments of fame, gone in the blink of an eye, falling off the 
scrolling page.  This ‘proclaimed’ (kattangeletai) is the ‘witness’ of God through life 
as it unfolds in the day-to-day activities of life at full speed.  It is rarely spoken; 
instead lived out. This reputation is the power of ‘faith’ to spread into the mind and 
heart of all those who stumble onto the ‘reputation that precedes you’.  It is the 
power of ‘Gospel’ to touch every soul as it crosses the path of the ‘reputation that 
precedes you’.  And a life well lived is contagious in every way,  the fruit of the 
‘reputation that precedes you’, impacting all those who path crosses your ‘faith’, a 
life well lived.  
 
And so the reality, ‘your reputation precedes you’, inescapable in this world of 
electronic access to every facet of your existence.   And now the question, “What is 
it that precedes you?”  It is ‘the question’, the only one that really matters.  And yes, 
they saw you coming.  Your ‘reputation preceded you’.  Trek on into the future your 
‘reputation’ is creating for you… 



	  

Of Mice And Men… 
	  
For God is my witness, whom I serve with my spirit in the gospel of his 
Son, that without ceasing I mention you always in my prayers, asking 
that somehow by God’s will I may now at last succeed in coming to 

you.  (Romans 1:9-10) 
	  

“Everyone has a plan until they get punched in the mouth.” 
- Mike Tyson 

 
The often quoted line from Robert Burns poem “To A Mouse” (1785), “The best laid 
plans of mice and men, often go awry”, made famous by Steinbeck’s “Of Mice and 
Men”, echoes Paul’s “…by God’s will I may now come”.  Alas, it is the grand folly of 
the human condition, this ‘grand planning’, scheming with great vigor, ignoring the 
sovereignty of God with its ‘trump’ status over all plans of ‘mice and men’.  But Paul 
knows no ignoring of the micromanaging God, with His infinite concern for the 
details of life’s unfolding, even the travel plans of His ‘doulos’, this ‘slave’ under His 
command, even the “…the best laid plans of mice and men”. 
 
Moderns, terrified of associating the ‘will of God’ with what actually happens, fearful 
God’s ‘goodness’ will be polluted or lost if touched by the messiness of the world in 
which life unfolds, relentlessly and deftly protect God with grand schemes, 
distancing the person of God from that which actually occurs, life as it unfolds.  
Theirs is a ‘wishing god’ who yearns to make things better, urging the creation to 
behave, to play nice with the ‘plans of mice and men’, to let Paul go “…in coming to 
you”.  
 
But Paul knows little of an anemic but kind hearted God, hiding in the shadows, 
wishing Paul could travel, yet impotent in the details of real life, unable to bring 
Paul to his intended destination.  To the contrary, the God of the NT, unleashes His 
‘will’ (thelémati), infusing the micro details of life with meaning and purpose, 
rendering every occurrence meaningful, even the “…best laid plans of mice and 
men”.  And so Paul prays without ceasing for the ‘God of the micro’ to unleash him 
into the city of Rome.  Oh that God would infuse his ‘best laid plans’ with meaning 
and purpose.   It is the way of God.  Trek on into the purposeful life that God has 
laid out for you in the grand scheming of ‘mice and men’…	   	  



	  

Abilities From Another Place… 
	  

For I long to see you, that I may impart to you  
some spiritual gift to strengthen you— 

(Romans 1:11) 
	  

“God gave us the gift of life; it is up to us to live well.” 
- Voltaire 

 
Paul’s intention is no mere friend visiting the homestead of others in a distant land, 
a sight seeing trip to the world’s grandest city, a quick tour of the Coliseum, then off 
for another adventure.  To the contrary, this is a business trip for the King, Paul but 
a delivery man, “…that I may impart to you some Spiritual gift” (pneumatikon 
charisma).  This ‘spiritual gift’ is the key to Christian maturity, too often lacking in 
the ‘body of Christ’.  It is the missing ingredient of the ‘human condition’, the 
necessary empowering, ‘strengthening you’ for the purposes God has in mind for 
the days ahead.  Without it, a crippling anemia, rendering the ‘saint’ lethargic, robs 
the ‘saint’ of the glorious future God intends for those strong enough for the 
journey. 
 
But moderns, leery of the supernatural, unaccustomed to life in the Spirit, shy away 
from a ‘gifting’ made possible only by the abiding presence of the Spirit.  Their’s is 
a world where ‘natural’ abilities and propensities are equated with Spiritual gifts, 
unintentionally blinding the ‘saint’ to latent abilities made possible by His presence.  
Tragically, numb to their existence, ’Spiritual gifts’ cease to operate, long 
abandoned by those limited to ‘natural’ abilities, blind to the ‘potential’ made 
possible by the ‘gift’. 
 
Consequently, the critical question in the realm of the community of faith, “What is 
needed?”, is replaced by the pedantic, “What talent (gift) do I have?”  And so the 
community of faith spirals downward, limited by the availability of ‘talent’ already 
present in those desperately needing the missing essential essence, ‘spiritual gifts’.  
Thus, Paul’s deep yearning for the body of Christ, “That I may come to you…”.  
Those limited by mere ‘talent’, those natural abilities, quickly reach their full 
potential, soon stagnant and powerless for the journey ahead.  For the journey God 
has in mind you will need ‘abilities from another place’.  You have much further to 
go in your trek.  Trek on toward new ‘Spiritual gifts’… 



	  

Pesky Strings… 
	  

…that is, that you and I may be mutually encouraged  
by each other’s faith.  (Romans 1:12) 

	  
“Your talent is God’s gift to you.  What you do with it is your gift back to God.” 

- Louis Buscaglia 
 
‘Spiritual gifts’, the missing ingredient of the human condition, only accessible 
through life in the Spirit, come in a vast array of sizes and shapes, each uniquely 
designed and enhanced for the recipient of the gift.  Each extraordinary in its own 
way, manifesting in the life of one trekking after the King, like a puzzle piece, 
precision designed to fit meticulously exact for the recipient of the gift.  As the Jerry 
Maguire (Tom Cruise) stutters to Dorothy amongst the clan of woman gawking at 
his masculine venerability, “You complete me.”   So our ‘spiritual gift’ completes us, 
making ready for the life and purpose that God is unfolding in the days to come. 
Nonetheless, ’spiritual gifts’ are never for personal use only, never about simply 
‘completing you’, showroom ready to experience life in a personalized nirvana, a 
‘Shangri-La’ for one.  To the contrary, the ‘imparting’ of ‘Spiritual gifts’, is always 
‘other’ centered, preparing you for life in community, the body of Christ.  ‘Spiritual 
gifts’ always come with ‘strings attached’, responsibilities made possible only as the 
completing ‘puzzle piece’ falls into place, rendering you ready to engage the world, 
your circle of influence, empowered by the ‘missing piece’ that is now yours, this 
‘Spiritual gift’. 
 
You will be tempted to bask in your ‘completeness’, secluded with family and 
friends, that comfortable place in the ‘body of Christ’, free from the distractions of 
‘others’ who are not nearly so ‘complete’, their incompleteness and brokenness 
creating chaos for all those who come near.  But community in the Kingdom of God 
knows no such isolation, a comfort zone; instead, it is the gathering place of 
‘complete’ and ‘incomplete’.  It is in the community of faith that authentic 
“…mutually encouraged” finds expression.  This ‘encouragement’ 
(symparakléthénai) is no mere ‘spoken’ kindness, but rather, the literally ‘helping’ of 
one who is broken or suffering.  It is the very purpose for which you have been 
‘completed, the ‘string’ attached to every gift.  Look around, find the brokenness of 
the ‘other’, and trek on toward ‘encouraging’ the brokenness of another… 



	  

The Harvest… 
 

I do not want you to be unaware, brothers, that I planned many times 
to come to you in order that I might have a harvest among you, 

just as I have had among the other Gentiles.  (Romans 1:13) 
	  

“The thankful receiver bears a plentiful harvest.” 
- William Blake 

  

The ‘harvest’ (karpon), people restored into the Kingdom of God, is the essence of 
the Gospel of Jesus Christ, the grand purpose for which He came and those who 
would trek after Him, do well to understand the ‘harvest’ is the consuming passion 
for Him and all who would follow Him.  And so Paul initiates his conversation with 
the Roman community by identifying his agenda, plain and simple, “…that I might 
have a ‘harvest’ among you.”  It is the primary directive for all that Paul will do, the 
contagious passion of Jesus. 
 
Jesus was very clear that His passion, the ‘harvest’, would rarely be the passion of 
others, “The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few” (Matthew 9:37). His 
solution, equally problematic for a busy community, “Pray earnestly to the Lord of 
the harvest that He would send out laborers into His harvest” (Matthew 9:38).  But 
you have enjoyed being the ‘harvest’, the center of all activity around you, the very 
purpose for which Jesus came, the focal point of the mission of Paul.  It is human 
nature to be the ‘harvest’ and few are those who step out of being the center of 
attention. 
 
Nonetheless, beware of spending a lifetime as the ‘harvest’; instead, embrace one 
of the two responsibilities of those who have been harvested.  Some, terrified of the 
labor of harvesting, simply step into the command of Jesus, ‘earnestly pray’.  It is 
the first step of those captured by the King, inexperienced as ‘laborers’, ill prepared 
to enter His fields, but able to empower ‘laborers’ already in the field.  Pray for 
laborers. 
 
But there is another step for those no longer content to simply be the ‘harvest’.  It is 
the calling of the ‘laborer’, those intent on bringing in the ‘harvest’, the fruit Jesus so 
eagerly desires.  It is the activity of the ‘saint’, those claimed by the passion of the 
King.  And so the challenge to cease being the ‘harvest’.  The time has come for a 
new calling.  Trek on as a ‘laborer’ into the harvest field around you…  



	  

The Obligation… 
 

I am obligated both to Greeks and non-Greeks, both to the wise and 
the foolish.  (Romans 1:14) 

	  
“If you are living out of a sense of obligation you are a slave.” 

- William Dyer 
 
It is the unexpected ‘fruit of the Spirit’, the ultimate sign, the assurance the Spirit of 
God has indeed taken up residence in the life of one trekking after the King. 
Likewise, it typically appears late in the journey for those trekking after the King, if 
at all.  It rises up from deep within, the by-product of the Spirit’s renewal of the 
inner being, unexpected, producing a consuming new direction for life.  So 
overwhelming is this ‘fruit of the Spirit’, the Apostle Paul, reaches for a descriptor 
equally shocking, “I am obligated…” (opheiletés).  The term literally means to ‘be in 
one’s debt’ or ‘to owe’ and most typically refers to a ‘debt of money’ owed to 
another. So profound is this ‘obligation’, it produces a change of direction, taking 
Paul to people and places he would never have previously considered. 
Most shocking of all is the ‘to whom’ to which Paul notes his ‘obligation’.  The ‘debt’ 
is not connected to Jesus, a sign of gratitude for the ‘Gospel’ setting him free, but 
rather to “…Greeks and non-Greeks”, folks for whom he has no previous 
connection.  How has he become a debtor to ‘Greeks’ and ‘non-Greeks’?  It is 
another ‘string’ attached to the gift, a by-product of ‘life in the Spirit’, a rewiring that 
reorients one’s desires.   
 
The scope of this ‘obligation’ equally stunning, unanticipated, driving the ‘slave’ into 
surprising relationships, mandated by the master, far outside the normative realm.  
Paul’s relational target is far beyond his comfort zone, his oikos, his circle circle of 
influence, driving him toward a target once forbidden to any Pharisee seeking to 
honor God.  The ‘wise’ (sophoîs), full of learning and sophistication, uninterested in 
the bane and mundane and the ‘foolish’ (anoétos), unable to focus their minds on 
any subject worthy of serious attention.  Paul, pushed to relational extremes, out of 
the ‘comfort zone’ of those already loyal to the Gospel of Jesus Christ, lives in this 
unexpected ‘fruit of the Spirit”.  It is the ‘obligation’ that pushes us to trek on to 
relationships yet undiscovered… 
  



	  

Upside-Down Preaching… 
 

So I am eager to preach the gospel to you also who are in Rome. 
(Romans 1:15) 

	  
“Most of us are about as eager to be changed as we were to be born, and go 

through our changes in a similar state of shock.” 
- James A. Baldwin 

 
Moderns dread the term, this upside-down version, bathed in ‘fire and brimstone’ of 
a bygone era, using it only to describe the dreadful act of proclaiming ‘bad news’ to 
those already inundated with harrowing tales of a world ‘gone to hell in a basket’.  
Moderns know all to well the brokenness of the world in which life must be lived, a 
brokenness which is their own.   Thus, this upside-down version has become the 
antithesis of all that it stood for in days gone by, the ‘good news’ of Jesus Christ, 
the ‘good news’ of Gospel, reduced to a distressed proclamation of ‘bad news’, 
“Don’t preach at me”.  And so the dread of modern ‘evangelism’ and the loss of 
those ‘eager’ to preach. 
 
Paul knew no such dread of ‘good news’; instead, his was a world longing to hear 
the ‘good news’ of Jesus Christ.  To ‘preach’ (euangelisasthai), an ancient word 
used to describe the victories of the battle field, was to declare the ‘good news’ of 
victory on the battlefield in the town square.  The herald, the preacher, was a 
welcomed sight to all who laid eyes on him.  And so Paul’s ‘eagerness’ to arrive in 
Rome as the deliverer of ‘good news’, the Gospel of Jesus the Christ, the victory on 
the battlefield.    
 
But his ‘eagerness’ (prothymon) rests upon a critical foundation.  He is ‘ready’ to 
speak, prepared for the conversations ahead, well schooled in the principles of the 
Kingdom of God played out in the ‘real world’.  Herein lies the key to ‘eager 
preachers’: They are well prepared to share the ‘good news’ of the Kingdom of God 
in the ‘town square’, well learned in the ‘school of hard knocks’ and the principles of 
the Kingdom of God. The town square, the gang at the water cooler, friends 
gathered around the ‘watering hole’, rarely hear the ‘preacher’ in the modern era.  
And once again God is left asking, “Whom shall I send?) (Isaiah 6:8).  Answer the 
call.  Trek on… 



	  

The Power To Change… 
 

For I am not ashamed of the Gospel, for it is the power of God for 
salvation to everyone who believes, to the Jew first and also to the 

Greek.  (Romans 1:16) 
	  

“I’m not ashamed.  I’m just really shy.” 
- Anonymous 

 
Shame, in all of its forms, is a powerful deterrent to a changed life, crippling those it 
touches.  And Gospel, loaded with insight and truth, “…and He will guide you into 
all truth” (John 16:13), is often ‘shame’ producing as it relentlessly explores the 
‘real you’, revealing all that you have worked so hard to conceal from yourself and 
others.   But Gospel allows no such hiding.   Gospel consistently brings ‘truth’ to 
bear on every dimension of the human condition, more importantly, your condition.  
Hence, the propensity for ‘upside down’ preaching and the opportunistic ‘ashamed’ 
attaching itself to those wounded by ‘gospel’. 
 
But Gospel never comes alone; instead, always traveling with its constant 
companion, ‘power’ (dynamis), an ability to bring about change concerning that 
which otherwise would shame.  Without ‘power’, Gospel could only offer 
forgiveness, and forgiveness, delightful and life giving as it may be, is but a mere 
first step toward release from shame.   For shame thrives in the land of mere 
forgiveness as a constant reminder of failure and a broken life, the ‘status quo’ 
relentless in its proclamation, “You cannot change”. 
 
And so Paul offers Gospel, resting on a glorious foundation of grace and 
forgiveness, bursting with life changing ‘power’ to all willing to listen, to receive the 
‘good news’ of Gospel.  It is the ‘power’ of Gospel that ushers in ‘salvation 
(sótérian), not some heavenly event for life after so called ‘death’, rather 
redemption and healing in the present moment, the fruit of this ‘powerful’ Gospel as 
it redeems and heals the brokenness of life.  Gospel is not limited to mere 
forgiveness of all life’s brokenness.  Gospel ushers in authentic and radical change, 
salvation in the present moment, release from all that is broken.  Paul is not 
ashamed of ‘Gospel’.  Nor should you be.  It is power and life to all who receive it, 
allowing God’s ‘power’ to do what only the power of God can do.  Trek on into the 
‘salvation’ that is now yours…	  	   	  



	  

The Keyhole… 
 

For in it (Gospel) the righteousness of God is revealed from faith for 
faith, as it is written, “The righteous shall live by faith.”    

(Romans 1:17) 
	  

“Faith is taking the first step even when you don’t see the whole staircase.” 
- Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 
Some have called it the ‘keyhole of God’, access to the ‘being and doing’ of God, 
the ways of God, accessible only to those looking closely into ‘Gospel’, the ‘good 
news’ of Jesus Christ.  His ways, very different than our own, “For My thoughts are 
not your thoughts, neither are your ways My ways” (Isaiah 55:8-9), hidden from 
those blinded by old ways of ‘being and doing’ entrenched deep within, ways 
resistant to ‘seeing’ what God has ‘hidden’ in the Gospel.  But for those looking 
closely, seeing Jesus for who and what He is, the ‘righteousness’ (dikaiosyné) of 
God on display, “Whoever has seen me has seen the Father” (John 14:9), a clarity 
arrives as the ways of God become clear, visible through the ‘keyhole’ of Jesus. 
So the ‘mystery’ concerning the ways of God, ‘revealed’ only in Jesus, His ‘being 
and doing’ fleshed out in the tangible world of our existence, showing the way 
toward ‘living by faith’.  And this ‘righteousness’ can never be accessed apart from 
“…living by faith”, observing and mimicking the ‘being and doing’ of Jesus.   
 
Tragically, the novice, inexperienced with the ways of Jesus, will wrongly assume 
“…living by faith” to be nothing more than mimicking what He did, acting like Him.  
But “…living by faith” is never so simple as ‘acting’ like Jesus; to the contrary, it is 
the matter of learning to hear the voice of God, like Jesus, thereby giving direction 
and purpose in the grind of daily living.  To “…live by faith” is to hear the voice of 
God in the midst of the bane and mundane of life, the everyday stuff, the 
messiness of life transformed by the guiding presence of God.  It is the ability to 
install God’s way of ‘being and doing’ into the humdrum existence that is ours.  To 
“…live by faith” is to hear God and respond accordingly in this present moment, 
armed with the wisdom of God, uniquely expressed for the conditions on your life in 
precisely this present moment.  And so Paul extends the invitation to “…live by 
faith”.   Listen carefully and trek on… 
  



	  

The Annoying Truth… 
 

For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness 
and unrighteousness of men, who by their unrighteousness suppress 

the truth.  (Romans 1:18) 
	  

“Doubt is a pain too lonely to know that faith is his twin brother.” 
- Kahlil Gibran 

 
Righteousness, “…living by faith”, is as simple as hearing God and responding 
accordingly, thus ‘unrighteousness’ is nothing more than the refusal to respond to 
what has been heard.  And so the ‘annoying truth’, pressing into everyone’s 
consciousness, rendering all person’s accountable before God to a standard that 
cannot be circumvented, precisely because it has been ‘heard’.  It is the ‘annoying 
truth’ heard by everyone.  There is no place to hide… 
 
Nonetheless, moderns, absorbed in the pursuit of ‘relativity’, the grand ‘anti-truth’, 
rendering all searches for truth exercises for the naive, relish the debate over life’s 
unknowns, thinking they have neutered ‘truth’, simply by ignoring it in the endless 
diatribe concerning all things unknown.  And so the debate of the ‘unknowable’ 
rages on, producing volumes of nonsense (anything science declares can’t be 
measured in a repeatable manner), each attempting to ‘suppress’ (katechontón), 
literally ‘imprison’, the annoying ‘truth’ as it bores its way into the human condition. 
But the truth, the knowledge that “God is” (Romans 1:25 ), annoying to all those 
resisting its relentless whispering, continues to rise up through suppression tactics, 
brilliant as they may be, of all those working so diligently to suppress the 
knowledge that ‘God is’.  This truth, the knowledge that ‘God is’, rises above the 
‘suppression’ tactics of both the ‘wise and the foolish’ furiously engaged in the 
creation of distraction or intellectual noise, only to hear the whisper of the Spirit in 
His announcement, “God is”.   
 
And so the ‘annoying truth’ thrives across the ages, whispering in the ear of all who 
journey across this land.  No prison can hold it. No distraction can dissuade.  It 
simply is ‘the truth’.  Trek on… 
	   	  



	  

Nowhere To Hide… 
 

For what can be known about God is plain to them, because God has 
shown it to them.  (Romans 1:19) 

	  
“It takes considerable knowledge to know the extent of your ignorance.” 

- Thomas Sowell 
 
James Dobson, founder of Focus On The Family, often suggested the necessity of 
children repeating aloud parental instruction, sometimes referred to as ‘parroting’, 
ensuring ‘communication’, an essential piece in establishing accountability should 
discipline be needed at a later time.  Otherwise, children are quick to establish their 
patented and indefatigable defense when dragged before the parental judicial 
court, “I didn’t know that!”  And so the many, desperate for a suitable excuse, will 
reach for their old alley, “I didn’t know that!” when facing the divine judgment seat.   
Likewise, yet determined to assuage accountability via distraction, many will seek 
to return to the discussion of ‘what is not known’, but God allows no such 
distraction, rendering all ‘unknowns’ null and void in the realm of accountability; 
instead, demanding attention only on those things ‘known’.   Authentic ignorance is 
the grand ‘free pass’ of divine accountability, “…but sin is not counted where there 
is no law” (Romans 5:13).  
 
But alas, pleas of feigned ignorance carry no weight in the presence of the King. 
Like a child who has previously repeated parental instruction, knowledgeable adults 
will have ‘nowhere to hide’, accountability established by the simple reality God has 
eliminated all intermediaries concerning the ‘fundamental’ of what can be known 
about God, ’God is’.  This fundamental truth, the foundation upon which all 
accountability rests, ‘hand delivered’ by the King, an ever present lighthouse in the 
human soul, illuminating knowledge of the King.  
 
Thus, in the vast ‘sea of ignorance' stands the undeniable, an island visible to all, 
‘the truth’ from which no person can hide, the foundation upon which all 
accountability before God rests, “God is”.  Resist the folly of attempting to ‘prove’ 
the existence of the King.  This lesson is much too important for anyone other than 
the King to teach.  Stand down.  There are other lessons for you to teach in the 
days ahead.  Trek on… 



	  

The Grand Designer… 
 

For his invisible attributes, namely, his eternal power and divine 
nature, have been clearly perceived, ever since the creation of the 

world, in the things that have been made. So they are without excuse. 
(Romans 1:20) 

	  
“It is not clear that intelligence has any long term survival value.” 

- Stephen Hawking 
 
Stephen Hawking, the brilliant atheist and author, like Einstein before him, rightly 
recognizing the ‘achilles heal’, the proverbial weak spot, for all those determined to 
rid humankind of the necessity of God:  the ‘world’ itself.  And with every advance 
in science, bringing increasing clarity of the precision and design of the ‘world’, so 
the nagging necessity of admitting what only the fool could deny: design.  Hawking, 
recognizing the inability to continue the foolishness of ‘evolution by chance’, a 
doctrine now reserved for the naive and uneducated, titled his ‘magnum opus’, 
“The Grand Design”, in which he attempts to persuade his reader that ‘M-theory’, 
rather than God, created the incredibly well synchronized world in which we live.  
Thus a new name for God, M-Theory’, necessitated for the god of Science, given 
what is “clearly perceived ever since the creation of the world”.  And God giggles at 
His latest name… 
 
It is the ‘world’ itself, more complex with every scientific discovery, proclaiming the 
necessity of a creator, a Master Design as Hawking notes, revealing ever 
increasing tidbits as to the nature of this Master Designer.  So argued Einstein, “I 
believe in Spinoza’s God who reveals himself in the orderly harmony of what 
exists…”   
 
But Hawking, like countless previous attempts before him, attempts to do what God 
proclaims cannot be done, “…they are without excuse”, provide an ‘excuse’ for 
ignoring God.  The term excuse (anapologétous), the root of ‘apologetics’ in the 
positive sense, refers to a ‘reasonable’ alternative to God. And kudos to Hawking, 
his ‘M-theory’ an eloquent alternative and creative substitute; nonetheless, in the 
end, impotent in removing accountability before God.  The creation continues to 
provide access to the ‘invisible attributes’ and ‘divine nature’ of the Master 
Designer.  Trek on… 



	  

Brilliant Fools… 
 

For although they knew God, they did not honor him as God or give 
thanks to him, but they became futile in their thinking, and their foolish 

hearts were darkened.  (Romans 1:21) 
	  

“The world is full of brilliant fools.  It is the grand tragedy of the human condition.” 
- Anonymous 

 
It is one of the harshest indictments offered by Jesus, a warning to resist the 
temptation to use the label,  “…whoever says, ‘You fool!’ will be liable to the hell of 
fire” (Matthew 5:22).  The label ‘fool’ describes a particular kind of individual, never 
to be confused with the imprudent actions of the naive or ignorant.  The ‘foolish 
heart’, having ‘experienced God’ (knew God), understands the reality of God (God 
is), but responds inappropriately to innate knowledge.  They neither honor nor 
serve God.  Hence, the designation, ‘fool’, one who genuinely knew better.    
 
Tragically, having “…suppressed the truth” (Romans 1:18), the ‘fool’ becomes 
“…futile in their thinking” as they approach life without the aide of the ‘knowledge of 
God’.  Lost is the awareness of the foundation upon which all life must be lived.  It 
is not that ‘life’ cannot be ‘lived’, for indeed it can be; rather, it is the ‘futility’ of the 
life lived.  For in the end, all ‘life’ comes to a screeching halt, the ultimate futility 
awaiting every life.  It cannot be avoided, this final futility, waiting in the darkness 
for all who journey. 
 
Thus, the biblical concept of ‘futility’ (emataiothésan), suggesting a furious effort 
producing little if any productivity. It is the folly of those who work furiously to ‘think’ 
their way out of accountability before God, only to discover the effort in vain as they 
stand before the King, discussing only that which was known.  And in that moment, 
the heart, long darkened in folly, a relentless denial, burns brightly as it beats in His 
presence.  Folly is gone.  All pretense vanquished.  There is no suppressing ‘truth’ 
as it crushes the folly of ignorance.  And so arrives the ‘brilliant fool’ in all of his 
foolish splendor, “I was wrong.”    



	  

The Grand Exchange… 
 

Claiming to be wise, they became fools, and exchanged the glory of 
the immortal God for images resembling mortal man and birds and 

animals and creeping things.  (Romans 1:22-23) 
	  

“The price of anything is the amount of life you exchange for it.” 
- Henry David Thoreau 

 
Only Paul, speaking in Divine authority, would dare state the obvious, especially 
following the warning from Jesus (Mathew 5:22), “fools” (mórainó).  The root of the 
term proves to be equally distinctive in its English transliteration, ‘moron’, painting a 
vivid picture of the pathetic state of affairs.  The concept and word differ from the 
word used by Jesus in that it (mórainó) notes rash behavior, counterintuitive to the 
‘wisdom’ one possesses. The motive for such silly behavior, “…they did not honor 
Him as God”, easily recognized and understood, rises up in resistance to the effort 
necessary to ‘honor’ God as God.  An exhausting endeavor, when lacking ‘Gospel’, 
for those who set out to acknowledge and honor the creator.  Nonetheless, many 
are those who seek to honor God and give thanks, giving birth to the vast array of 
‘religions’ initiated by those longing to honor and worship God. 
 
And It is critical not to misunderstand the worship of God through animals, often the 
practice of those who have received little revelation, lacking the knowledge of 
Jesus, stumbling their way along through a valiant effort to honor God by the use of 
animals.  Religion, humanity’s attempt to worship God, is the normal response to 
the revelation received, ‘God is’, and religion is the first step toward God by many 
who are seeking the face of God.  Religion is the ‘grand effort’ upon which further 
revelation arrives. 
 
But the ‘fool’, radically committed to the ‘easy way out’, substitutes a life committed 
to honoring God, with a life free from responsibility to God.  The ‘fool’, elevated to 
the grand status of ‘wise’ by those anxious and relieved to rid humanity of the 
necessity of ‘God’, turns to the creation, lifting creation up as the grand substitute 
(the worship of animals).  And so the ‘grand exchange’, liberating those silly 
enough to embrace it, rendering them ‘foolish’, free from the call to ‘honor and 
serve’ the creator.  Fortunately, there is another way for those meandering around 
in ‘religion’.  Revelation is just around the corner.  Trek on… 



	  

Careful What You Wish For… 
 

Therefore God gave them up in the lusts of their hearts to impurity, 
to the dishonoring of their bodies among themselves. 

(Romans 1:24) 
	  

“Be careful what you wish for.  You might just get it.” 
- Old Proverb 

 
The final stage of the foolish life is the acquisition of the very thing strived for with 
great vigor: Freedom to pursue the “lusts of the heart”.  Lust (epithymiais) is a 
particularly strong term in the NT, pointing to the tragic reality of profound desires 
that are not simply ‘anti-God’, but equally ‘unhealthy’ and detrimental to healthy 
living.  This ‘lust’, a tragic consequence of previous acts of rebellion, both personal 
and communal, entrenched in the human ‘heart’ and flesh, infects every dimension 
of what it means to be human.  And so the desires of the human heart turn toward 
unproductive and ultimately destructive ways of ‘being and doing’.  So begins life’s 
lifelong battle… 
 
Nonetheless, God, determined to actualize freedom and personal responsibility in 
each person, releases those who so desire, “gave them up”, to pursue the 
destructive course so desired. ‘Freedom’, the stunning and crowning achievement 
of what it means to be human, is allowed to run amuck, creating chaos in whatever 
and whoever it touches.  And so begins the dreadful spiral of the many into chaos 
and unhealthy lifestyles and choices, culminating in the destruction of the human 
body.  Indeed, there are always consequences to life’s choices. 
 
And this ‘lust’, common to all persons, raging at times, even for those radically 
committed to following the Serving King, rarely simply disappears even in the most 
disciplined and advanced followers of the Serving King.  Instead, ‘lust’ quietly waits 
in the shadows patiently waiting for an opportune moment, a ‘foolish’ moment, to 
‘seize the day’, wreaking havoc for as long as possible in that ‘foolish moment’ of 
freedom.   But the prudent, recognizing they are not alone, return to the throne of 
the Serving King, surrendering their prized possession, personal freedom, into His 
care.  And so begins the redemption of the ‘fool’.  Trek on… 
  



	  

The Self-Absorbed Creature… 
	  

…because they exchanged the truth about God for a lie and worshiped 
and served the creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed 

forever! Amen.  (Romans 1:25) 
	  

“Everybody serves someone. The only question is who.” 
- Anonymous 

 
The ‘grand exchange’, “…the truth about God for a lie”, is but the first of a long line 
of exchanges, each with tag-along detrimental consequences, impacting life across 
the decades.  The truth, ‘God is’, has an antithesis, the lie, ‘God is not’.  And one or 
the other, ‘God is’ or ‘God is not’, serves as the foundation upon which all life must 
be lived, the footing upon which all decision-making is based.  The consequence of 
the fundamental decision conceding God cannot be voided. “Everybody serves 
someone”. 
 
The necessity of ‘service’ and its cousin ‘worship’, are fundamentals of the human 
condition. Pre-wired to serve God, those who rid themselves of the nuisance of 
God, soon discover themselves bound to a new obsession, a new focus for their 
incessant need to serve.  It cannot be avoided.  ‘Self’ soon steps in to fill the void. 
And self is a demanding overlord, unreasonably ferocious in its appetites, soon 
consuming every facet of life, insistent on being the ever-lasting center of focus, 
relentless in its pursuit of mastery over all it touches.  But the ‘creature’, ‘self’ in all 
of its glory and power, rising to the supreme position of  ‘worshipped and served’, 
cannot provide what it promises:  fulfillment and purpose.  It is the futility of the self-
absorbed life, the life of the ‘fool’.   
 
There is only one way back to a meaningful existence, freed from the folly of the 
self-absorbed life, restored to the intended purpose of life: abandon the lie.  But self 
has grown use to its position of ‘overlord’ and will not surrender quietly in the night.  
It must be dethroned, banished to its second seat, the second fiddle, left to 
harmonize with the intended Lord, the Creator.  There is no other way.  And yes, 
self plays a wonderful second fiddle, guided by the Creator, finding fulfillment and 
purpose in ways only God can provide.  Play on… 



	  

The Extreme Assault… 
 

For this reason God gave them up to dishonorable passions. For their 
women exchanged natural relations for those that are contrary to nature; 

and the men likewise gave up natural relations with women and were 
consumed with passion for one another, men committing shameless acts 

with men and receiving in themselves the due penalty for their error.  
(Romans 1:26-27) 

	  
“An error does not become truth by reason of multiplied propagation,  

nor does truth become error because nobody sees it.” 
- Mahatma Gandhi 

 
We have all asked the question, “Why?”  So begins verse 26, “For this reason…”, 
the refusal to submit to the Lordship of God.  Independence, the ability to move 
away from God’s design and intent, the divine gift to humanity, proves to be costly 
in many ways.  Nonetheless, God deems independence necessary to the human 
condition, even with the high cost, release to the ‘dishonorable passions’ waiting to 
consume us.   
 
Moderns refer to these dishonorable passions as the by-product of ‘original sin’ or 
‘total depravity’, so named to illustrate the comprehensive nature of the assault of 
sin on every human being. The invader, sin, a raging infection, attacks every 
dimension of what it means to be human, leaving no dimension unscathed, even 
human sexuality, perhaps the strongest of human desires.   
 
The ‘dishonorable passion’ (pathos), a strong term used by the Greeks to describe 
an outside force (sin) taking up residence in a human being, distorts the essence of 
what it means to be human.  ‘Pathos’ typically describes the distortion of the 
mundane dimensions of humanness, arenas like ‘anger’ or ‘slothfulness’, but here 
Paul describes its assault on human sexuality, the final bastion, thought to be 
impregnable, but like all dimensions of the human condition, susceptible to the 
infection of sin.  And so the ultimate illustration of the infection of sin, and its 
immense power to distort the human condition, overpowering ‘nature’ (the 
constitution of a thing), even ‘sexual nature’.  This is no minor assault on what it 
means to be human.  It is an ‘extreme assault’ and sin will not rest until it has 
vanquished every dimension of what it means to be human.  Autonomy comes with 
a high price tag.  Walk carefully as you trek on…  



	  

A Terrible Thing To Waste… 
 

And since they did not see fit to acknowledge God, God gave them 
up to a debased mind to do what ought not to be done.. 

(Romans 1:28) 
	  

“A mind is a terrible thing to waste.” 
- United Negro College Fund 

 
The quote, now made famous by the United Negro College Fund campaign, was 
originally proposed, “Because a mind is a hellava thing to waste!”  And so sin’s 
assault on the human condition turns to the ‘mind’, the crucial missing partner for 
‘dishonorable passion’ to find expression, outward manifestations of the passions 
raging war against the ‘Godly mind’.  The effort to suppress the ‘knowledge of God’ 
exhausts those waging war against the persistent presence of God, but dogged in 
their indefatigable resistance, God finally relents, turning the ‘mind’ loose to partner 
with passions now engulfing the essence of the vacated throne of God. 
 
Thus, for the determined, those most committed to suppressing the ‘knowledge of 
God’, freedom finally arrives as God “gave them up” to a ‘debased’ (adokimon) 
mind, literally ‘broken mind’, missing the foundational piece upon which all 
knowledge must operate.  Finally, rid of the nuisance of the ‘knowledge of God’ and 
its constant restraint upon ‘dishonorable passions’ yearning to run free, the mind is 
free to partner with hungry ‘dishonorable passions’ yearning to consume all in its 
path.   
 
And so begins a lifetime of “…what ought not to be done.”   Gone, with the 
‘knowledge of God’ is all resistance to that which is ‘dishonorable’.  Freed from all 
restraint, the mind partners with the flesh, unleashing a lifetime of reckless 
‘dishonorable’ living.  And with the knowledge of God absent, repentance and 
remorse become a thing of the past, the ‘mind’ slipping into a wasteland from which 
none return.  These broken few, authentic atheist, will not return.  Theirs is a tragic 
tale that does not end well.  For indeed, “A mind is a hellava thing to waste.”    



	  

Nature Abhors A Vacuum… 
 

They were filled with all manner of unrighteousness, evil, 
covetousness, malice. They are full of envy, murder, strife, deceit, 

maliciousness. They are gossips, slanderers, haters of God, insolent, 
haughty, boastful, inventors of evil, disobedient to parents, foolish, 

faithless, heartless, ruthless.  (Romans 1:29-31) 
	  

“Nature abhors a vacuum.” 
- Aristotle (330 BC) 

 
The ‘knowledge of God’, much like life itself, taken for granted as it quietly 
engages. Banished long ago to the basement of the subconscious mind, yet 
fulfilling its role, holding at bay “all manner of unrighteousness”.  Faithful to its task, 
quiet and unrecognized in the heart and mind of those too busy with life to notice 
the source of ‘right and wrong’ in the human heart.  Present, day-after-day, helping 
to navigate each human being along the the way.  Even when suppressed, 
ostracized to the deepest regions of the subconscious mind, the ‘knowledge of 
God’ imprints its will on the conscious mind, forestalling the invasion of the 
‘unrighteousness’ clamoring for attention, a seat of prominence in the conscious 
mind. 
 
But for the few, the very few, determined to rid the ‘knowledge of God’ even from 
the subconscious basement, an exodus is imminent, the patience of God waning.  
And once gone, expelled from its dark hole in the basement of the human soul,  the 
resulting vacuum hungers for sustenance, a replacement for the ‘knowledge of 
God’, a direction for life.  And so arrives “all manner of unrighteousness” delighted 
to find a home, ushering in a new guidance system for a godless life.   
 
Freed from the anchor of the ‘knowledge of God’, with its limiting dimensions of just 
how far the human soul can drift, life spirals toward “all manner of 
unrighteousness”.  And the spiral downward is more comprehensive than could 
have been imagined.  The vacuum, desperate for its empty space to be filled, 
sucks up all ‘unrighteousness’ in its path.  Utterly void of the witness of God an 
ugliness sweeps over the human condition. And so the ‘Theodens of Rohan’ liter 
the landscape, crippled by the ‘all manner of unrighteousness’ as it seizes the 
empty throne.  The vacuum is no more…	   	  



	  

The Residue… 
 

Though they know God’s righteous decree that those who practice 
such things deserve to die, they not only do them but give approval to 

those who practice them.  (Romans 1:32) 
	  

“In matters of conscience, the law of the majority has no place…” 
- Mahatma Ghandi 

 
Long after the knowledge of God has genuinely exited, trailing behind the presence 
of God as He withdraws,  “conscience”, yet illuminated by His ways of ‘being and 
doing’, remains as the nagging residue of His presence.   And in the early days of 
God’s absence, the memory of His way lingers in the darkness of a Godless soul, a 
bothersome remnant of the ways of the Serving King, a final, albeit feeble, lingering 
of the King. 
 
But the crowd gathers, each needing reassurance that it is going to be ok, this new 
life without God.  And so the cheering begins, a building crescendo of reassurance, 
approval by the masses, each voice comforting those who ‘conscience’ continues 
to nag, a relentless henpecking, gnawing away at the frail reassurance of the mob 
as it dances the night away in “all manner of unrighteousness”. 
 
The conscience, prewired by His way of ‘being and doing’, cannot be silenced; but 
it can be retrained, cleansed of the nagging residue of the ways of the serving 
King.  The indoctrination into “all manner of unrighteousness” is time consuming 
and laborious, but it can be done. The ‘wrong’ can become the ‘right’ with 
persistent propaganda.  And the crowd, now the vast majority in a culture lost and 
meandering in the shadows of ‘unrighteousness’, cheers the novice recently 
liberated from the nagging ‘knowledge of God’.   
 
But in the silence of the night, those lonely hours free from the clamoring of the 
mob, when the cheering fades into the darkness of night, when the music is gone, it 
speaks.  Quietly, softly, only in the mind of the solitary heathen, terrified to yet hear 
His voice, the nagging residue of conscience whispering into the essence of the 
soul.  There is yet still hope.  “In matters of conscience, the law of majority has no 
place.”  Time to break free… 


